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Abstract Large databases of scanned documents (medical records, legal texts, historical
documents) require natural language processing for retrieval and structured information
extraction. Errors caused by the optical character recognition (OCR) system increase ambi-
guity of recognized text and decrease performance of natural language processing. The
paper proposes OCR post correction system with parametrized string distance metric.
The correction system learns specific error patterns from incorrect words and common
sequences of correct words. A smoothing technique is proposed to assign non-zero proba-
bility to edit operations not present in the training corpus. Spelling correction accuracy is
measured on database of OCR legal documents in English language. Language model and
learning string metric with smoothing improves Viterbi-based search for the best sequence
of corrections and increases performance of the spelling correction system.
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1 Introduction
Optical character recognition (OCR) is the process of converting a digitized image into text.
Its main areas of application are automatic processing of hand-written business documents
entries and forms, converting text from hardcopy, such as books or documents, into elec-
tronic form, and multimedia database searching for letter sequences, such as license plates
in security systems.
OCR assists multimedia database processing – multimedia information retrieval and
extraction from video or static digitized images. Additional information about improving
its precision is presented in paper [12]. Examples of application for OCR in multimedia
databases are:
– spelling correction system in scientific databases [19];
– recognition of characters in Chinese calligraphy [20];
– text extraction from video databases [36];
– preservation and processing of cultural heritage in digital humanities [28, 34];
– management of medical texts [13].
Natural language processing of digitized texts requires error correction for improved
searching in digitized document databases, document indexing, document sorting into cat-
egories, and business data acquisition. Correction of OCR spelling errors improves the
precision of information retrieval [8].
Spelling correction recovers the original form of the word in consideration of surround-
ing words and typographical errors in the word without taking the original image of the page
into account. OCR errors create error patterns characteristic to the recognition algorithm,
print format, paper, font, and language of the document. Any error correction method must
be adapted to individual cases.
This paper proposes a correction system automatically adjustable for OCR errors. The
learning algorithm adapts a parametrized string metric to specific error types manually
corrected in the past. The language model improves suggestions for correction candidates
taking context of the word into account. The Viterbi approach uses dynamic programming to find
the best matching sequence of correct words according to the available problem information.
The algorithm operates if it is not possible to prepare each statistical component. The
correction system functions if it is not possible to train a learning string metric or to work
only with the language model without losing much precision.
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the current literature on the task after the problem
statement in the introductory section. Common components for better disambiguation con-
sistent with context are language models or more advanced machine-learning techniques,
such as a maximum entropy classifier or hidden Markov model. Custom string distance is
present in some cases.
Components of the proposed system are described in Section 3. The presented approach
contains an error detection and spelling suggestion component, a language model, a learning
string metric with parameter smoothing, and a Viterbi algorithm for the best correct word
sequence search. Each component is described in its own subsection.
Section 4 describes the experimental evaluation. The proposed system is evaluated on
aligned sequences from a database of OCR scanned images in the TREC-5 Confusion
Track [10]. String distance with calculated parameters is used as observation probability for
the hidden Markov model of the spelling correction system. The language model of a train-
ing set is used as state-transition probability. The best sequence of correction is found using
the Viterbi algorithm.
Section 5 gives summary of the paper.
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2 State of the art of spelling correction for OCR
Spelling correction has a long history of research. Theoretical foundations of spelling cor-
rection were presented in [11]. Spelling error types can be divided according to vocabulary
into:
– non-word errors, where tokens are a sequence of characters not present in vocabulary;
– real-word errors, where the error is a valid word, but not the one that was meant.
A dictionary of valid words or a formal grammar of language morphology can detect
non-word errors. However, real-word errors can be detected with deeper context analysis or
word sense disambiguation.
Spelling correction is identifying incorrect words and sorting the set of correction
candidates. The best candidate for correction is selected interactively or non-interactively.
Common use of spelling correction is in interactive mode, where the system identi-
fies possibly incorrect parts of text and the user selects the best matching correction.
The paper [34] describes an interactive post-correction system for historical OCR texts.
Authors in [14] propose a crowd-sourcing, web based interface for spelling sugges-
tions. The paper [28] evaluates the precision of common OCR for recognizing historical
documents.
This paper is focused on non-interactive spelling correction of text produced by an OCR
system, where the best correction candidates are selected automatically, taking context and
string distance of the correction candidate into account. A non-interactive spelling correc-
tion system can be part of a multimedia database, a security system, or an information
retrieval system.
One of the most recent contributions in the field of OCR spelling is correction of Chi-
nese medical records in [13]. A morphological analyzer and named entity recognizer are
important parts of this system because words in Chinese are not separated by spaces. Pres-
ence of a word in a medical dictionary and n-gram language model is used as a feature for
the Maximum Entropy classifier to determine the best possible correction.
The method [8] improves information retrieval from OCR documents in Indian languages
with a data-driven (unsupervised) approach. This paper proposes a novel method for iden-
tifying erroneous variants of words in the absence of a clean text. It uses string distance
and contextual information to multiple variants of the same word in text distorted by OCR.
Identical terms are identified by classical string distance with fixed parameters and term
co-occurrence in documents.
The paper [6] applies an n-gram language model, trie, and A* search for correction
candidate proposal, word similarity weights, and manual sentence alignment. The method
estimates the probability of an edit operation from a training corpus. A* search provides a
weighted list of correction candidates. The language model reorders correction candidates
to find the best correction. The paper concludes that information about context has a bigger
impact on classification precision than the weight of edit operation.
A method in [23] discovers the typical errors of an OCR system in scanned historical Ger-
man texts and provides list of possible original and modern word forms. It uses approximate
string matching from a lexicon and the Bayes rule to identify possible corrections.
OCR systems for printed Tamil texts are compared in [22] and a post-processing error
correction technique for the tested OCR system is proposed.
The approach in [15] uses a language model and custom string metric. An old style of
writing is seen as a distorted current form. A machine translation system, language model,
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and string distance is used to transform a 17th century English historical text into current
language.
The paper [26] improves segmentation of paragraphs and words by correcting the skew
angle of a document. The method in [30] uses a combination of the longest common
subsequences (LCS) and Bayesian estimates for a string metric to automatically pick the
correction candidate from Google search. The method in [5] uses a bigram language model
and WordNet for better spelling correction. The paper [31] proposes a hidden Markov model
for identification and correction. The approach [7] uses morphological analysis of suffixes
for candidate word proposal. The paper [21] incorporates a language model of errors into
the weighted finite state transducer of OCR.
2.1 String distance in spelling correction
It is necessary to determine the similarity of two strings to solve the problem of spelling
correction. A widely-used concept of string similarity is the edit distance: the minimum
number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to transform the string into the
other string [24]. According to edit operations, spelling errors are divided into:
– substitution with one letter changed into another;
– deletion with one letter missing;
– insertion with one letter extra.
Edit operation z is an ordered pair of symbols from source and target alphabet or the
termination symbol #,#.
E ∈ (A × B) ∪ {#, #}, (1)
A zero string  in edit operation z means insertion of a character from the target alphabet
B or deletion of a character from the source alphabet A.
The minimum number of these edit operations necessary to transform a string is called
the Levenshtein string distance. Each edit operation has a value of 1 and the sum of edit
operations is the Levenshtein edit distance.
The distance between between two strings xT with length T and yV with length V
dc(x
T , yV ), is defined recursively as [24]:
dc(x




δ(xt , yv) + dc(xt−1, yv−1)
δ(xt , ) + dc(xt−1, yv)





xt is the prefix of string xT with length t , yv is the prefix of string yV with length v. δ
are parameters of the string metric. If values δ of edit operations are just zero or one, the
Levenshtein edit distance can be calculated using dynamic programming algorithm [35].
Weights δ in a letter similarity matrix express the probability of error types. [1] defines
the error model of spelling correction, where parameters of the model are weights of edit
operations. Parameters of the model can take both theoretical expectations and experimental
observation of human behavior. Real values of the string distance parameters, where each
edit operation can have different weight δ, are a generalization of the Levenshtein distance.
3 The proposed system
Each spelling correction system (and natural language processing system) is based estab-
lished on human knowledge. Performance and quality of the system depends on the quality
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and methods of its processing. Some systems have decision rules encoded directly into
the source codes, others can learn from human-annotated corpora, transform examples into
parameters of a statistical model and generalize a model for events not seen in the training
data.
This knowledge can be divided according to its form into:
– implicit (latent, hidden) knowledge - based on examples in the form of annotated data;
– explicit knowledge - expressed in the form of rules, programs or equations.
Implicit knowledge, hidden in the corpus of manually annotated examples, requires sta-
tistical processing or machine learning techniques to estimate the parameters of the model.
Explicit knowledge can be used directly by the processing system.
Our correction system uses both types of knowledge. The proposed system continues
from our previous paper [9], where an HMM-based correction system was presented.
The spelling correction system consists of these components:
1. Error detection and correction suggestion describes how ”incorrect” words look and
proposes correction candidates.
2. A parametrized string metric reorders correction candidates according to the error
model.
3. A language model expresses ”correct” language and the common contexts of correct
words.
4. A disambiguator uses evaluated correction candidates and their probability according
to context to find the best sequence of correct words for the current sentence.
Components of the systems and respective knowledge sources are depicted in Fig. 1.
3.1 Error detection and correction suggestion
The problem of spelling correction distinguishes two types of words: correct and incorrect.
The first part of spelling correction is identifying the incorrect word boundaries according
to a dictionary of given language. Explicit rules are necessary to omit correct parts of the
text not in the dictionary, but are considered correct, such as numbers or acronyms. The
second part of this problem is creating a list of possible corrections. A finite state acceptor
or Levenshtein automaton [27] searches the correction lexicon in the form of a suffix trie.
Correction candidates form a list of correct words in a given Levenshtein distance from the
incorrect word. The best correction candidate can be selected interactively (in text editors
or office systems) or in a non-interactively (information retrieval or extraction).
Fig. 1 Knowledge sources for
the proposed system
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The common spelling error detection and correction suggestion systems in use are Hun-
spell1 and the older library Aspell.2 Both libraries are used and evaluated in this paper. These
error detection and error suggestion systems use explicit knowledge about correct words in
the form of a correct word lexicon. Knowledge about incorrect words is encoded into the
string metric. Correction candidates are sorted according to the Levenstein edit distance to
the incorrect word.
3.2 Language model
The Levenshtein edit distance is, in most cases, a sufficient suggestion of correction candi-
dates. The language model of the spelling correction system represents implicit knowledge
about correct language. The context of the correction candidate helps distinguish better
matching candidates by sorting them according to fitness with surrounding words.
The language model assigns the probability of occurrence of a word given a list of pre-
ceding words. It is estimated from a large set of training sequences. It is assumed that
common word sequences are correct.




P (yi |yn−(i−1)...yi−1), (3)
n means the size of the context - in the case of n = 3, the language model is called a trigram
and takes the current word and two words from history, n = 2 is bigram model with only
one word from history. A unigram model gives the probability of a word with no history. In
the case of a spelling correction problem, the language model estimates the probability of a
correction candidate according to a given history P(x|yi−1..yi−(n−1)).
Even if the training corpus for the language model is large, it does not contain enough
valid sequences of language. Language model smoothing techniques are required to move
part of the probability mass from events in the training corpus to events not present. Unseen
events will have a non-zero probability. Common smoothing techniques for language
models are summarized in [4].
The quality of a language model is expressed as perplexity. More on language modelling
and how the perplexity of a language model depends on the theme of a text can be found
in [29].
3.3 Learning string distance
The learning string distance is a generalization of the classic Levenshtein distance. The dis-
tance between two strings is calculated as the minimal sum of edit operations that transform
the first string to the second string. The learning edit distance uses different weights for
each possible edit operation – deletion, substitution, and insertion.
The weights of edit operations are stored in a letter similarity matrix. Each letter and
zero length string  has a row and column in the matrix. The weight of two letters express
the probability of replacement,  and a letter express the probability of insertion or deletion.




Different parameters of the metric can be adjusted to specific problems. If an OCR
system often replaces i and l or misses f, this feature can be expressed in the matrix.
Parameters of the metric that express specific error patterns can be learned from a set of
given examples of correct and distorted text.
The process of learning is a variant of an expectation-maximization algorithm. Firstly,
the letter similarity matrix is assigned some initial values. A forward-backward algorithm
is used to calculate the weight of each edit operation present in the training set with respect
to the current distance parameters (letter similarity matrix). New parameters are the calcu-
lated weights of edit operations from the forward-backward algorithm. A smoothing step
moves part of the probability mass to edit operations that were not observed in the training
set.
The rest of this section describes in more detail how the string distance is calculated using
a forward-backward algorithm and letter similarity matrix estimation using expectation
maximization.
3.3.1 Distance calculation
The learning string edit distance is presented in papers [3, 32]. This method for estimat-
ing parameters of the string distance from a corpus of examples was first presented in
[24]. Parameters of the string metric are seen as parameters of a memoryless stochastic
transducer.
Weighted transducers are automata in which each transition in addition to its usual
input label is augmented with an output label from a possibly new alphabet, and
carries some weight element of a semiring. Transducers are used to define map-
ping between two different types of information sources, e.g., word and phoneme
sequences [16].
The distance between two strings is the negative log value of transduction probability
from a target to a source string:
dφ = − log p(xT , yV |φ), (4)
xT is a source string of length T , yV is a target string of length V . φ(A,B, δ) is a memory-
less stochastic transducer with parameters δ, where A is the source alphabet, B is the target
alphabet. Zero length string  is a part of both source and target alphabets.
The letter similarity matrix δ gives the probability of an edit operation z from a list of
possible edit operations Z. Matrix δ consists of positive values less than or equal to one and
their sum is one:
∑
z∈Z
δ(z) = 1. (5)
The probability of transduction p(xT , yV |φ) can be calculated as a forward probability
αT,V :
p(xT , yV |φ) = αT,V . (6)
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The forward probability matrix αt,v for each prefix xt , yv of lengths t and v, t ∈ {0...T },
v ∈ {0...V } of source and target strings xT , yV by a sequence of calculations is calculated
using the forward algorithm [24]:
αt,v = 1
αt,v = 0 if (v > 1 ∨ t > 1)
αt,v + = δ(, yv)αt,v−1 if (v > 1)
αt,v + = δ(xt , )αt−1,v if (t > 1)
αt,v + = δ(xt , yv)αt−1,v−1 if (v > 1 ∧ t > 1)
(7)
The last character of each input sequence (incorrect word and correction candidate) is
a termination symbol #. The resulting transduction probability p(xT , yV |φ) is normalized
with the inverse of the training sequence count δ(#, #).
p(xT , yV |φ) = αT,V δ(#, #) (8)
3.3.2 Parameter estimation
Parameters δ are estimated using forward-backward algorithm that is a variant of
expectation-maximization approach.
The backward probability βt,v contains the probability p(xTt+1, y
V
v+1|φ) of generating
terminated suffix pair xTt+1, y
V
v+1 [24]. t, v start from T , V to zero.
βt,v = δ(#, #)
βt,v = 0 if (v > V ∨ t > T )
βt,v + = δ(, yv+1)βt,v+1 if (v > V )
βt,v + = δ(xt+1, )βt+1,v if (t > T )
βt,v + = δ(xt+1, yv+1)βt+1,v+1 if (v > V ∧ t > T )
(9)
The results of forward and backward algorithms are matrices α, β of dimension T +
1, V + 1 with forward and backward probabilities of transduction for each pair of string
prefixes xT , yV .
Future transducer parameters γ are calculated from matrices α, β for each training
sentence with learning parameter λ in the expectation step of the learning algorithm.
The following update of γ is performed for each pair of training sequences in the training
corpus.
Parameters γ are updated with the calculated α and β for each edit operation correspond-
ing to a pair of prefixes xt , yv in the training sample:
γxt , + = αt−1,vδ(xt , )βt,v/αT,V if (v > 1)
γ,yv + = αt,v−1δ(, yv)βt,v/αT,V if (t > 1)
γxt ,yv + = αt−1,v−1δ(xt , yv)βt,v/αT,V if (v > 1 ∧ t > 1)
(10)
The final step is normalization of γ to fulfill constraint in the (5). The value for each edit
operation γ (z) is divided by the sum of γ . Calculated γ is set as a new set of parameters δ
in the maximization step of the learning algorithm.




Learning continues for a fixed number of steps or until the difference between γ and δ is
low. The result of the training are parameters δ of the stochastic transducer and parameters
of the string distance metric.
3.4 Smoothing of LSM
Learning of the probabilistic string metric suffers from over-training [2]. The training
database is always sparse - possible edit operations are not present in the training set. This
kind of training assigns zero probability to unseen events, even if letter transduction is prob-
able. If the number of edit operations in the training corpus is low, matrix γ of learned
metric parameters is sparse. Some corrections will have infinite distance if it is used as a
metric for spelling correction problem.
Part of the probability mass δ is moved from seen events (non-zero elements of the
matrix) to unseen events in the training corpus in the process of smoothing. If unseen edit
operations have non-zero probability, the distance of correction candidates cannot be infinite
and may be included in the classification.
A linear interpolation with a matrix of constants and an interpolation parameter lambda
is proposed for improving the learned parameters of string metric.
According to the maximum entropy principle, a general stochastic transducer that does
not take any training data into account is a transducer with uniform distribution. Parameters
of transducer with uniform distribution is a constant matrix δc. Its values are estimated as




The learned transducer is interpolated with a transducer with uniform distribution to
consider operations not in the training set (assign them non-zero probability). Smoothed
parameters δs are equal to:
δs(z) = λδc(z) + (1 − λ)δl(z). (13)
The linear interpolation parameter λ can be interpreted as the amount of purely random
stochastic transducer behaviour.
The complete learning algorithm can be summarized as:
set delta = zero matrix
while Converegence:
set gamma = zero matrix
for each training sequence pair:
calculate alpha using delta
calculate beta using delta
update gamma using alpha and beta
normalize gamma
smooth gamma
set delta = gamma
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Fig. 2 Example of Viterbi value calculation from three previous correction candidates
3.5 Viterbi search
All these components compose a second order hidden Markov model [31], where state
transition probability is the language model component and observation probability is the
parametrized string metric.
The best sequence of output states (corrections or correct words) to the given hidden
Markov model can be found using the Viterbi algorithm. Input of the algorithm is a sentence
containing some incorrectly spelled words. Output is a sequence of best corrections for the
given sentence.
The first part of the algorithm starts with the first word. Each possible correction is
evaluated by a Viterbi value. The following word and its correction candidates are evaluated
next. This procedure also determines the best previous state for each proposed correction
candidate.
The best sequence of corrections is determined from evaluated words and corrections
by a procedure called backtracking. It selects the correction with the best Viterbi value for
the last word in the sentence. The best and last correction then determines the sequence of
preceding corrections. Each correction candidate has its best predecessor calculated in the
previous (forward) step.
Fig. 3 The proposed system
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Fig. 4 Sample original and distorted documents
The Viterbi value is calculated recursively from previous words. The best product of
state-transition probability and the previous Viterbi value is used to determine the next
Viterbi value.
Each i-th correction candidate xij from a set of correction candidates X(yj ) for the pos-
sibly j -th incorrect word yj is evaluated by the value v(xij , yj ) that is calculated recursively
from v of the last word’s correction candidates. The value v is the maximum of the prod-
uct of transition probability p(xij |xk(j−1)) and the previous Viterbi value v(xk(j−1), yj−1)
weighted by the observation probability p(xij , yj |φ).
v(xij , yj ) = p(xij , yj |φ) max
xk(j−1)∈X(yj−1)
p(xij |xk(j−1))v(xk(j−1), yj−1) (14)
Correction candidates X(yj ) are determined by a error detection system (Hunspell or
Aspell). The set of correction candidates X(yj ) has a preliminary order defined by the sys-
tem. The transition probability p(xij |xk(j−1)) of two succeeding correct words is given by
the language model. The observation probability p(xij , xj |φ) is the probability of trans-
duction from the correction candidate xij to an incorrect word yj , when transducer φ has
parameters δ.
An example of calculating the Viterbi value v(x32, y3) of correction candidate x32 for
words y1, y2, y3 is depicted in Fig. 2. A block scheme of the whole correction system is
depicted in Fig. 3.
In the case of a second-order HMM, a trigram language model can be used. The transition
probability p(xij |xk(j−1), xb(j−2)) now depends on correction xb(j−2) of the word yj−2 with
the best Viterbi value that is constant for each previous correction candidate for word yj−1.
b = arg max
xk(j−2)∈X(yj−1)
v(xk(j−2), yj−2) (15)
Using this technique the second-order HMM has the same computational complexity as
the first order HMM.
Fig. 5 Sample aligned document
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Table 1 Evaluation Corpus
Characteristics Test Set Train Set
Tokens 297 230 2 661 804
Sentences 22 920 206 275
Size (B) 3 491 924 31 346 181
4 Experiments
Data from the TREC-5 Confusion Track [10] were selected to evaluate the proposed
approach. Other evaluation corpora are described in [18]. The TREC-5 Confusion corpus
contains 55,600 legal documents from U.S. Federal Register, original electronic documents,
and two sets degraded by an OCR system. This set is freely available and has already been
used to evaluate OCR spelling correction system (e.g. in [8, 25]). The database contains
original text document and text output degraded by an OCR system. Authors of the database
did not make scanned images a part of the evaluation set, because the OCR process is not a
part of the evaluation task.
These degraded documents were printed and the scanned from paper. The first run of
OCR was performed on images of documents in high resolution with a character error rate
(ratio of incorrect characters to all characters) of approximately 5 %. This set is marked
Deg5 in experiments. The second run of OCR was performed on documents with low res-
olution and has a character error rate of approximately 20 %. This set is marked Deg20.
Example of the original and distorted document is in Fig. 4.
4.1 Evaluation methodology
Performance of automatic OCR is word error rate, defined as the ratio of incorrect words to
all words.
WER = incorrect words
all words
.100 % (16)
Table 2 Effect of smoothing on










Table 3 Effect of Commponents
of the Spelling Correction on
WER










4.2 Experimental data preparation
Original and distorted versions of the document are aligned using the Needleman-Wunsch
dynamic programming algorithm [17]. The result is pairs of incorrect and correct words.
Figure 5 depicts aligned sequences of correct and incorrect words. Token boundaries are
identified according to spaces.
Preliminary alignment is required, because using documents as training sequences is not
computationally feasible. The size of matrices α and β calculated for each training sample
depends on the size of the correct and incorrect part. Token alignment reduces computa-
tional complexity. Incorrect-correct pairs are training samples for the learning string metric.
It is possible to train the system using unaligned documents, but it is computationally com-
plex. The complexity of training is dependent on the length of input strings (correct and
incorrect).
The training and evaluation set is constructed from aligned samples. The size of training
and testing sets is summarized in Table 1.
The parameters of the learning string metric and the language model are estimated from
the training set. String distance is trained using the forward-backward algorithm described
in Section 3 in 5 iterations. The trigram language model is estimated using the SRILM
Toolkit.3 Witten-Bell smoothing method is used for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams.
Experiments were performed using GNU Parallel script [33].
4.3 Effect of smoothing on the learning distance metric
The effect of smoothing on the learning string distance was examined in the first experiment.
The learning string distance was learned with values of the interpolation parameter λ from
(13) in Section 3.4. The correction system was run without a language model with Aspell
detection and correction suggestion. Results of the experiment are in Table 2.
The best performance for the Deg5 set was reached with value λ = 0.12. Experiment
with λ = 0 demonstrates performance of the system with a learning string distance without
smoothing. The results in Table 2 show that smoothing of the learning string metric has a
positive impact on performance of spelling correction using a learning string metric.
3http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/.
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4.4 Effect of individual components on performance
The effect on performance of system components is evaluated in the second experiment.
The spelling correction system was run in different configurations:
– None: CC. Shows word error rate of the document without any correction.
– Hunspell or Aspell: Hunspell error detection and spelling suggestion is used. The first
proposed correction candidate is selected as the best.
– Hunspell or Aspell + LD: Each suggested correction candidate is evaluated by a learn-
ing sting distance with smoothing. The candidate with the best string distance is
selected as a candidate for correction. The first proposed correction candidate is the
best.
– Hunspell or Aspell + LM: The best sequence of corrections is found with a Viterbi
search. Observation probability of the correction candidate is determined only by its
transition probability given by the language model.
– Hunspell or Aspell + LD + LM: A full Viterbi-based search is performed in this config-
uration as it is described in Section 3.5. The probability of transduction of an erroneous
word and the correction candidate is used as an observation probability, and a language
model is used as a state-transition probability.
Experiments in Table 3 show that based on explicit rules, the classic spelling correction
systems Aspell and Hunspell cannot be used for the task of OCR correction. However,
the proposed correction candidates are feasible for classification according to context, edit
distance, or both.
The context of a word impacts strongly on the word error rate of OCR spelling correction.
The effect of a language model is comparable to the effect of the learning string distance
with smoothing. If they are used together, they bring even more improvement of WER.
A stronger, positive effect of the language model compared with the parametrized string
distance is consistent with findings in [6].
5 Conclusion
The approach presented in this paper uses state-of-the art spelling correction (Hunspell,
Aspell) and can handle additional knowledge sources. Along with the learning string dis-
tance, the proposed correction system can use a language model and correction lexicon,
if they are available. Experiments show that learning string distance and language model
improve the spelling correction precision.
5.1 Contribution summary
The novelty of the approach is designing and evaluating the system performance with
both language model and learning string distance (*spell4+LM+LD in experiment 2).
Two independent knowledge sources are incorporated into a hidden Markov model as
observation and transition probabilities. Their impact on correction system is measured in
Table 3. Approaches where only a language model is used (*spell+LM) for better correction
4Hunspell or Aspell.
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candidate disambiguation have been presented in previous papers [6, 21, 33] (and others)
and evaluated in terms of other problems.
The other innovation of this paper is proposing and evaluating the smoothing technique
for learning string distance. Its single parameter is described as an amount of random
stochastic transducer behavior and can be easily estimated. It is shown that this kind of
smoothing has a positive effect on accuracy.
5.2 Discussion of experiments
Performance of Hunspell and Aspell in the problem of automatic correction is measured in
experiments (*spell). Experiments show that these correction systems based on a lexicon
and Levenshtein string distance do not have satisfactory performance. Their negative impact
on word error rate is caused by false positives in error detection, where correct parts of text
are falsely marked as incorrect and changed. These values can be considered as a baseline
for comparison.
It is interesting that the effects of context (*spell+LM) are comparable to the effect of
a sole error model (learning string distance, *spell+LD). These two implicit knowledge
sources are different and uncorrelated. It is possible that using another method of dis-
ambiguation, such as conditional random fields or maximum entropy, can produce better
performance than the presented Viterbi algorithm (*spell+LM+LD).
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